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Human rights history and Jewish history have been inextricably intertwined. The history of Jews' persecution as an ethnic and religious minority, especially the Nazis' systematic deprivation of Jews' rights, became a standard reference for postwar activists after 1945 who argued for a global system limiting states' power over their citizens.
Many Jewish activists saw a commitment to international human rights as the natural outgrowth of traditional Jewish values. Jews could be especially active in advocating for universal rights protections not only because their suffering conferred moral standing on their cause but also because they could plumb a rich religious and philosophical tradition to find support for a cosmopolitan worldview and because they nurtured generations of experienced organizers.
Jews did not always seek, find, or emphasize the universalism in their tradition.
For example, although human rights activists interpreted the phrase "Never Again," associated with the Holocaust, as an imperative to work on behalf of the rights of all people, Zionists often interpreted the phrase as a clarion cry to enable Jews to defend their own rights by building up a Jewish state. Most activists found themselves living in the contact zone among commitments to international human rights, Jewish nationalism, and domestic pluralism. 
Human Rights Activism and Jewish Religious and Political Thought
Jewish human rights activism bears comparison with the activism of other groups, whether defined as ethnic, religious, immigrant, diasporic, or national. Jews have approached the question of human rights through all of these lenses depending on the political and social conditions in their specific contexts. Different groups of Jews have addressed human rights through reference to two continuously evolving bodies of historical texts: their religious tradition and their political thought. They have also understood their human rights work as part of a history of Jewish activism dating to the early nineteenth century.
These traditions do not speak with a single voice on the question of human rights, either individually or together. In all three arenas, Jews have navigated a difficult course between forms of universalism and particularism.
Religious Tradition
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Ever since human rights law began to be codified by the League of Nations in the 1920s, and especially since the establishment of the United Nations, Jews have engaged in a spirited debate among themselves over the extent to which the Hebrew Bible, the Mishnah, the Talmud, and subsequent additions to the religious canon have served as foundations for modern rights talk. Claims that Judaism is the source of human rights have sprung from two different inclinations: 1) the desire to justify one's own activism within traditional sources; and 2) the prophetic desire to use the rights endorsed by the tradition as a way to criticize current international, Jewish, or Israeli practices.
The term "human rights" appears nowhere in the Hebrew Bible or in other Jewish sacred texts. The covenant between the Israelites and God assumes that the authority to give and take away all privileges rests with God; whereas, modern political theory assumes that the rights are inalienable entitlements of all human beings. The Mishnah and Talmud, the other core sacred texts in the tradition, do not generally theorize human rights because they are concerned with how to preserve Jews' distinct communal identity in Diaspora rather than to merge Jews with non-Jews into what would to them have seemed a nonsensical political category called humanity.
Nonetheless, Jewish religious universalists have argued that one can "tease out" from the ancient sources certain dispositions-unevenly expressed-toward pluralist tolerance, protection of certain disfavored classes (e.g., widows, orphans, and strangers), and respect for the dignity of the human person. These dispositions can serve as human rights resources in the Jewish tradition (Haas 2005) . As is the case with every ancient theological corpus, Judaism is comprised of sources separated by hundreds or thousands of years. Jewish activists have sometimes had to grapple with the fact that not all of this material can be assimilated to a contemporary human rights perspective. In their encounter with human rights, religious Jews have had to begin by selecting a usable past.
Modern Jewish Political Thought
The tradition of religious thought has exerted a shaping pressure on many, but by no means all, Jewish activists. Most of the Jewish human rights organizations have been of the secular-liberal type, driven less by religious concepts than by the concepts promoted by post-Enlightenment Jewish political thought. At the same time, political 6 thinkers also exhibit the particularism/universalism dialectic with regard to rights (see Walzer et al 2000) .
Post-Enlightenment Jewish thought includes Enlightenment rationalism, emancipationism, political Zionism, internationalism, and cosmopolitanism. In any given instance, Jewish thought is not merely a meditation on timeless problems, but a contextspecific response to the thinker's contingent understandings of Jewishness, in all its ethnic, religious, linguistic, national, and diasporic complexity.
In his Theologico-Political Treatise, Baruch Spinoza (1632 -1677 , who was excommunicated from the Amsterdam Jewish community for heresy, began to move political philosophy from its basis in divine law to a human-centered foundation what is "universal or common to all men, for we have deduced it from universal human nature"-specifically from humans' capacity for reason (Spinoza 2005) . As a rationalist critic of religious authority, Spinoza has sometimes been seen as a founder of the political thought driving contemporary Jewish human rights work.
Moses Mendelssohn's emancipationist classic, Jerusalem; or on Religious Power
and Judaism (1789), written during the ferment of the French Revolution, took Jewish political thought a step closer to modern rights advocacy. Mendelssohn undertook to balance the powers of religion and state and to argue for freedom of conscience, religion or belief. Mendelssohn carries forward Spinoza's rationalist project, but did not go as far as Spinoza, arguing that the divine law is merely a particular expression of "the universal religion of mankind" (Mendelssohn 1983 ). Mendelssohn participated in an increasingly intricate dance between advocating Jews' civil and political rights and maintaining their cultural and religious traditions. He wanted to be able to have his Goethe and eat his Talmud, too. and Jewish World Watch. Whether that unity of purpose extends to cosmopolitanism, and whether it exists as ideal or reality, have to be tested case by case.
Formation of Jewish Human Rights NGOs
Ever since Jews were first invited to make the transition from aliens to citizens, But many Diaspora Jews believed that Soviet Jews should have "freedom of choice" to immigrate to any state they desired. American and European Jews tended to interpret the case as one of applying a universal right to a particular situation. Diaspora
Jews also protested Israel's attempt to control how information was gathered and distributed. So while the network succeeded in helping to bring 2 million Soviet Jews out of the country, its success could not be credited to its internal cohesion (Lazin 2005) .
The existence of both collaboration and conflict among Jewish political actors amounts to an unsystematic system which, because of and not in spite of its adversarial qualities, has often worked for Jews' overall benefit. The fluid structure of Jews' relations on rights issues provides a modus operandi by which bodies with diverse authority structures, missions, and capacities in a multipolar world can find their way to mutual projects.
Reactions to Criticisms of Israel
Although Diaspora activists embraced international human rights during the a fairer and more effective human system. These activists did so because they believed it was better to struggle for human rights than to revert to a world of unquestionable state power; because they carried deep historical memories and had witnessed recent instances of Jewish suffering; because they sought to answer their tradition's call for universal justice; because they hoped to strengthen Israel's democracy; and because they believed that genocide should never be allowed to occur again.
